LOGO USE GUIDELINES
Reproduction of the DPOR logo is generally permissible only by government agencies,
regulatory organizations, stakeholder groups, media outlets, or licensees for purposes
of promoting public awareness of agency services.
DPOR reserves the right in its sole discretion to revoke permission to use the DPOR
logo, or to take any other action necessary to prevent inappropriate or misleading use
that fails to protect the public’s health, safety, and welfare.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE


The DPOR logo shall not be used in any manner that might reasonably be
interpreted to suggest approval or endorsement of any external organization, idea,
cause, product or service other than as independent verification of state legal and
regulatory requirements.
o

The DPOR logo may be used to refer the public to the ‘License Lookup’ online
credential verification tool and other agency resources.

o

Regulants must provide their DPOR-issued license/certificate/registration
number on the same page/screen as the DPOR logo.



When using the DPOR logo on a web site or in other electronic format, the logo
shall be configured as an active link back to the official DPOR website URL
(http://www.dpor.virginia.gov).



When using the DPOR logo in print publications or formats with technical limitations
on links, the official DPOR website URL (http://www.dpor.virginia.gov) and
telephone number (804-367-8500) must be provided.



The DPOR logo shall not be altered in any manner (including shape, proportions,
colors, elements, etc.).



The DPOR logo shall appear by itself, surrounded by an open ‘clear space’ area to
remain recognizable and independent of other design elements.
o

Clear space is defined relative to the size of the logo, not as a border of a set
distance. The clear space border should approximately equal the thickness of
the space between the letter ‘blocks’ of the logo.



The DPOR logo shall not be merged into another illustration or modified in any
other way. No element may be removed or added to the DPOR logo.



The DPOR logo shall not be used as part of the trademark, service mark or logo of
any business or organization.

For More Information: Mary.Broz-Vaughan@dpor.virginia.gov | 804-367-9142

